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Contact us RSS feeds Sitemap Name: MU Origin Version: 10.0.0 Root: No Mod: 1. MOD MENU 2. VIP 12* 3. Movespeed x5/x10 * You can't get a daily item bonus or qualify for stuff, but you get a refined 5% bonus, teleport bonus and some other stuff. Install Steps: Download Install Credits: Playstore Link: MU Origin -
Apps on Google Play Download Mod Signed: MOD APK Download Mod Unsigned: MOD APK MirrorS MirrorU Last edited: September 17, 2019 Reactions: SE09 no reply &amp; action taken from OP for a long time being after tagged &amp; notified this thread is now outdated The legendary name MMORPG has made
its return on the Android platform. Now, players are able to experience an epic game in which you take down all kinds of enemies from little minions to giant bosses. Complete your tasks and missions, upgrade your equipment, power up your characters as you enjoy this awesome MU Origin 2 game. Read more about it
with our detailed reviews. StoryIn the world of his origin, man lives in harmony with other creatures, all joined forces to create a prosperous and peaceful world. However, this is not always the case, as evils have been, laying their eyes on the resourceful landscape inhabited by us. This time, the demon king sent his best
forces to corrupt and invade the kingdom of man. It is your duty as a hero to embark on your mission and stop enemies' advances. Explore the vast world of MU Origin, complete missions and quests to gain valuable rewards and experience, slowly uncovering the secrets behind enemies' attacks. Enjoy all the action and
stories in this latest installment of MU from the famous WEBZEN. When you immerse yourself in the world of MU Origin 2, you will have the chance to experience all the exciting games on your mobile devices. Check out all the amazing features in the game here: Right from the start, players will be introduced into a fairly
simple control system featuring intuitive command panels. Here you will find all available options that allow you to comfortably control your hero, make quick moves, unleash powerful skills for enemies, and avoid their attacks. In addition, you'll have quick access to all available panels right from the beginning of the scene.
This allows smooth and comfortable gaming. And like all other RPG games, players are also able to start their game with different hero classes, each with its own sets of powers and abilities. Currently, you can choose between 3 classes of heroes, which are a sage, mage, and archer. Depending on your fighting styles,
you can choose the right ones for you. Being a schmeduly means players are equipped with both powerful defence and attacking ability. However, your combat range will be greatly reduced. Therefore, the heroes in this class are ideal for throwing them into enemies' lines to slow down, sustain damage, and resolve Blows
at enemies. Still, keep in mind that you are not completely invulnerable, so make sure you resign in time. Geeks are the best heroes when it comes to moving attacks. Not only can they deal damage to multiple enemies, but these are also devastating attacks that can completely wipe out an entire group of monsters.
However, they are vulnerable in the melee and can easily die if approached by enemies. In addition, it also takes a certain amount of time for mage heroes' skills to cool down. Therefore, they will have to constantly stay within range and are well guarded by tank units. While archers are unable to deal massive and wide-
ranging damage like mages, they have a good range of attack and can deal constant damage to enemies. They are also less prone to melee attacks than geeks, making them a great unit to work together and cause chaos to enemies. In the world of MU Origin 2, players will have their chance to interact with millions of
online players from all over the world. Compete with each other as you fight for the title of the best hero in the world MU. With lots of active players, you can easily meet cool people that you will find very friendly and comfortable. You can find friends and create parties with them to go hunting giant bosses. In addition, MU
Origin 2 also introduces a guild system that you can connect to or create your own. Complete missions and challenges to support your guild as well as earn new rewards. And once in a while, along with your friends, you can take part in epic guild battles in which members of the two guilds clash to see which is the better
Guild.Apart from killing monsters and enemies' bosses, you will also be able to tame or buy pets to help you with adventure. That being said, here at MU Origin, there are 2 main types of pets that are fight type and assembly type. The first is very useful when you are in battles. It can provide more enthusiasts to your
characters as well as fight even against enemies. On the other hand, if you need to travel quickly between different places that have a hill would certainly be a good help. With deep gameplay, players will be introduced to a variety of devices and objects throughout their adventure. Here you will have different items for
certain purposes, you can have new weapons for enhanced attacks, armor for better defense, new shoes for better speed, and many other multipurpose items. Sometimes you can even encounter special items that are only available for certain classes of heroes. These are usually valuable weapons, so make sure you
give them good attention. It's great if your character can use it, but if you can't, you can still sell it for a fairly good amount of money. That speaking of trading, live auction and trading system is ideal for players who want to their products to the right people and get a good amount of money from it. If you are committed, you
can even earn a fortune from that trade. To make your characters even stronger, you can power them by improving their equipment. This can be done quite easily, all you will need is a certain gem and equipment with available upgrade slots. Create a gem into a weapon and you will get stronger. In addition, players can
also become stronger by gaining experience and alignment. Once you do so, you will have a certain amount of skill points that can be used to upgrade your skills and abilities. This makes your characters more capable in battles. Great feature for anyone trying to do some hardcore gaming. With car combat and car drive
features, players can spend their time doing something different while having their characters running around the game doing missions on their own. Just make sure you check your progress in the game every once in a while and make some changes as well as improve your characters. On top of that, don't be reckless
and through yourself into difficult missions with tough monsters. The auto fight feature isn't good enough to place your trust though. In addition to fighting monsters, players can challenge each other in an exciting online matchup. Dispare your opponents and show them who the boss is. In addition, you can join your team
in epic team battles where you will be able to do anything you want to win. To quickly gain experience as well as rewarding prizes, players can participate in missions and challenges. Here you will find epic prizes to help you power up your characters and advance in the game. Along with the prizes and loot you get from
doing missions or killing enemies, you can also get amazing rewards just by logging into the game daily. Doing so often and you get even more epic monthly rewards. It's a quick way to play your game if you don't have time. The game is free for players from all over the world to enjoy. You can quickly access the Google
Play Store and get it at no cost. Download and install the game immediately so you can start enjoying it. The epic and wonderful graphics in MU Origin 2 is the least you could expect from the famous Webzen. With this game, gamers can experience pc and console graphics right on their mobile devices in a smooth and
satisfying way. In addition, you can also adjust the visual quality to match your device hardware. That being said, even with low-end Android devices, this game is still very smooth with little lag and stuttering are recorded. In addition, impressive and accurate visual effects would greatly improve your experience, allowing
you to be truly immersed in the epic world of MU Origin.This is one of the few online games for mobile that Dialogues. Here at MU Origin 2, each of your conversations with the NPC would express dialogues, allowing for a more immersive experience. In addition, as you take on battles and fight enemies, powerful sound
effects coming from your skills and abilities would certainly be a great pleasure. Install the APK on your device. Expand the OBB file on /Android/obb/com.webzen.muorigin2.global.google. Make sure that the OBB file (main.210.com.webzen.muorigin2.global.google.obb) is located in the
com.webzen.muorigin2.global.google folder. Start the game again. Enjoy! For those MMORPG fans, MU Origin 2 is definitely a great afterthing. Now you can really enjoy portable gaming experiences without limits. In addition, with a lot of planned updates in the future, the game would certainly live a long time. That being
said, if you are interested in RPG games, MU Origin 2 is, without a doubt, your must-have. THEO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI Page 2 THEO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI THEO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI Joined 18.s. 2018 News 11.661 Points 113 Package Name: com.webzen.muorigin.global.google MU Origin 4.0.0 time_update Name: MU Origin
Hack Mod MU Origin Mods Function: 1. MOD MENU 2. VIP 12 3. Movespeed x5/ x10 Preview Mod: Get ready for the full 3D EPIC MMORPG experience! Mobile MMORPG will never be the same again! Experience the exciting MMORPG in real time, allowing you to embark on an epic fantasy journey. Meet friends,
create parties, and facilities to fight evil in a vast open world to bring back peace. MU Origin 4.0 Update! Ritual – Is there a choir that you swore allegiance to? The more you dedicate yourself to your choir, the stronger you and the choir will become. Complete rituals and get various special titles! Strength - The continent
has been divided into three forces and will now compete for the domination of his continent! What would you choose, union, sacred order, or Illusion Association? Join the force that matches your ideology and become a master in strength! Guild League Cheer - Do you want to participate in the Major Guild League but do
not belong to the guild? Why not root one of the Guilds in the League? Choose a guild to support, send them a cheer, and get different rewards! Mount Equipment - Development of mount system! Six kinds of equipment are ready for your mount! With mount gear, your mount will be stronger than anything else! New
costume and pet - Trick or treat! I brought something special for you for this Halloween! A Halloween costume that was robbed from a witch's closet in a swamp of peace. But please be careful. They say the witch is very upset. As the night settles, something emerges from the deep abyss. This creature looks very strong
and yet loose inside. You look like the only legitimate master of this dangerous creature, the Shadow of Emptiness! FEATURES - Select and From three different classes: Dark Knight, Dark Wizard, and Elf.- Equip and evolve your hero with powerful devices and raise wings to make yourself unstoppable.- Increase your
abilities and witness the dazzling display of each hero's unique abilities.- Your abilities are infinite! Become stronger through endless levels and content!- Journey through an exciting open world and complete epic quests.- Gather parties and explore unique dungeons to defeat the world's bosses!- Gather diamonds,
materials, Zens, and Star Essences in open PVP areas! Dominate and accumulate them all!- Exchange in real time through trading and auction system .- Clash with opponents in PvP battles and become king of PVP! Join forces with powerful players and conquer enemies in the immersive world of MU Origin today! TIP:
Game crash, force close, can not run. How to fix it? If you receive this error, you'll need to grant storage permission and overlay permission for this app if you have Android 6 or higher. Try it! or read the tutorial [Android 6.0 or later] You need to enable permissions. Go to Settings &gt; App management &gt; Select App
&gt; PERMISSIONS &gt; GRANT PERMISSION HOW TO FIX APP NOT INSTALLED Android 9+ 1.TAP SETTINGS 2.TAP APPS 3.SOME PHONES MAY HAVE IT LISTED AS APPS &amp; NOTIFICATIONS ENSURE IT SAYS ALL APPS AT THE TOP IF NOT TAP THE DROP DOWN MENU AND SELECT ALL APPS
4.TAP GOOGLE PLAY STORE 5.TAP MENU 6.THE 3-VERTICAL-DOT BUTTON IN THE UPPER RIGHT CORNER OF 7.TAP UNINSTALL UPDATE 8. TAP OK 9.THE ONLY DATA BEING REMOVED IS TO UPDATE THE GOOGLE PLAY STORE SIGN-IN METHOD WITH YOUR GOOGLE ACCOUNT (GMAIL) FOR
ROOTED DEVICES: DOWLOAD AND INSTALL APK FROM THE PLAYSTORE AND LOG IN TO YOUR GG ACCOUNT. 2.WHEN YOUR DATA ASSOCIATED WITH GG ACCOUNT, DOWLOAD AND INSTALL LUCKYPATH. 3.DOWLOAD AND INSTALL MOD APK ! How do you keep your account when installing the
new MOD U! 1. Find the name of the game page packpage, Use the app on your phone. - Install the 2.0 package name viewer from the Play Store. - Scroll through the app list and search for the app for which you need the package name. You can also use the search button to quickly find a specific app or game. The
package name is listed just below the application name. Back up your data. - Open file manager to find Android forder! - Go to Android forder you will see two Forder name data and obb. - Open the data forder and find your packpage name of the game you want kepp account (Example: com.tencent.ig). - Rename it to
anything you like (Example: com.tencent.ig -&gt; rename it at com.tencent.ig.keepdata) 3. Uninstall the old version and install the new version. 4. Back to file manager, Unrename your packpage you renamed in step 2 ( Test: com.tencent.ig.keepdata -&gt; rename to com.tencent.ig). 5. Game and enjoy the MOD with
your save data! HOW TO DISPLAY THE BMT MENU IN ANDROID 6.0 AND HIGHGER ! 1. Go to app settings. application (or appmanagement). 3. Find your game. 4. Press it and Chosse. 5. Show on (Or allow floating windows) Permission. 6. Turn on the permission . 7. Enjoy mod !!! How to download the mods / hacks
file from BlackMod.Net 1. Your device needs root! 2. You need to unmark the APK (sometimes unsigned APKs are uploaded too, then you can skip it) 3. You need to install the original game and log in using Google+ or FB (do not delete the game after!) 4th You need to install Apps: Lucky Patcher (Watch video tutorial)
5. You must correct signature validation 6. You can install the modded APK through the original game 7. This is =) Download link luckypatcher: how to login Facebook APP 1. Uninstall or disable the application fb, fb messeger... on equipment 2. Restart your phone. and sign in. 3rd Then log the game. You can install
again disable application signature validation using LUCKY PATCHER 1- Open Lucky Pather 2- Click on Toolbox -&gt; Patch on Android 3- Check signature validation status always true and Disable .apk Signature Verfication, then apply the changes. After this, your android device may restart automatically. If your
Android device doesn't restart automatically, go to the next step. 4 - Still in the Patch menu on Android, check Disable signature validation in package manager. Apply the changes, and done! (Can restart automatically) 5- Done, Now you can uninstall luckypacher then install the APK file unsign 6.Enjoy MOD !!! For non-
root MODs (signed APK) 1- Remove the original game- if you have played with the mod before, you can install a new mod above it. 2 - Download modded APK 3- Install modded APK 4- Enjoy =) Google + login possible? Not. Facebook login possible? Yes. But remove the Facebook app from your device. Specifically, a
game account can be signed in (for example: HIVE)? Yes. For root mods (unsigned APKs) 1 - Your device must be rooted. 2 - Your device must be fully patched. As? Read: Tutorial - [Videotutorial] How to log in with Google + or Facebook App On Modded Games 3- Install the original game from the playstore or use the
original game APK when uploading here. If you already have the original game installed, skip 3. &amp; 4.. 4 - Start the original game and sign in once with Google+. 5 - Close the game and install the unsigned APK via the playstore version (do not delete the original game). Google + login possible? Yes. Facebook login
possible? Yes. Specific game account login possible (for example: HIVE)? Yes. Tutorial to install the game XAPK 1. Download BlackTool.apk install on your device. 2. Download the XAPK file on my site. 3. Open the BlackTool tool, scan all your device and view the xapk file. 4. Click Install to install xapk. Download Black
Tool and Look video tutorial : IN HERE Tutorial install game have obb or data Way 1 (root &amp; no-root): 1- Download OBB files or DATA and extract files zip 2- Download mod APK 3- Move OBB Files (con.xxx folder) to Android/OBB folder in your device - Or move Data files (com.xxx folder) to Android/data folder in
your. your. 4- Install mod APK 5- Enjoy joined 22.schy 2018 Messages 20 points 1 Joined 21.s. 2018 Messages 27 Points 3 Joined 7th 2018 News 3 Points 1 Joined 18.18 Messages 11.661 Points 113 Joined 22.smie, 18/2018 Z. z. 18/2018 Z. z. 18 Aug 2018, 11:66 Points 113 Joined 3 Jan 2019 News 6 Points 3 Age 20
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